Sachet Packs and Cello-Wrapping Add a Special Touch
JKG Group provides a full spectrum of award-winning product packaging services—from graphic and
structural design to printing, assembly and finishing. We manufacture packaging for a wide range of
products, from cosmetics and personal care items to security systems, apparel, and other consumer
packaged goods. In addition, we kit, fulfill, store and ship to businesses and consumers all over the world
from our modern, air-conditioned 90,000-sq. ft. manufacturing facility in South Florida.
Complete Packaging Services from a Single Source

Versatile, Flexible Sachet Packs

Recently, we’ve added exciting new packaging
equipment that extends our product packaging
capabilities—and gives you immediate access to
useful new features and conveniences.

Sachet packaging equipment gives us excellent
versatility in packaging your creams, serums,
tablets, capsules and powders. Many
formulators and manufacturers are replacing
rigid plastic packaging with smarter, flexible
pouch packs. And small sachet packs are perfect
for offering promotional samples.

▪ We now offer a wide variety of sachet packs,
including product samples packets
▪ We now provide cellophane overwrapping for
individual boxes and bundles of boxes
Our newest investments enable you to enjoy the
competitive advantages of single-source packaging
services from the packaging experts at JKG Group.

Award-Winning Product Packaging

Our sachet packaging capabilities include foursided sealing, hole punch, perforation, lot and
date code printing and more for all of the
industry’s most popular pouch sizes.
We can offer you faster turnarounds and lower
minimums than other packaging companies.
Cellophane Overwrapping

Custom product packaging is a JKG Group specialty.
We’ve developed outstanding packaging for many
well-known national cosmetics and beauty products
firms—as well as for many creative entrepreneurs
right here in South Florida.

Cello-wrap machines are ideal for over-wrapping
product boxes to enhance and protect your
investment. We can also spot-seal individual
product boxes, and collate and bundle multiple
boxes—offering extra luxury and additional
product protection in storage and in store.

JKG Group packaging won First Place in the 2018
Package Printing Excellence Awards, and has been
featured in Packaging World, Cosmetics Design.com
and other publications.

We offer a wide range of dimensions to meet
virtually every need.

So, Which Features Do You Need First?
Individually or together, our newest capabilities
will add excitement to your products and sharpen
your competitive edge. Call for a quote today
and let’s get packing!
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